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1. Introduction. The topics of triangulations and quadrangulations, especially 
their colorings, have intensively been studied in the literature; cf. [16] and the 
references contained therein. Throughout this paper the term “graph” means 
“undirected simple finite graph”. A quadrangulation of the (2-dimensional) 
sphere with g  handles, g , with a graph  means a  quadrilateral embedding 

 in which each face is a quadrilateral—that is, a face bounded by a 

simple cycle of length 4, and each edge meets exactly two quadrilaterals.  

G

gG 

In the present paper a class of so-called spinal quadrangulations of  is 

constructed. The properties of spinal quadrangulations are determined by their 
spines; especially, the genus 

g

g  is equal to the 1st Betti number of the spine 

(Theorem 3.3). This gives rise to the so-called spinal method for generating 
quadrangulations with prescribed properties. By judiciously choosing the order, 
the 1st Betti number, and the chromatic number of the spine, one can alter the 
order, the genus, and the chromatic number of the quadrangulation. For instance, 
any non-trivial tree is the spine of some bichromatic quadrangulation of the 
sphere (Corollary 3.5). 
     New proofs are given for Hartsfield and Ringel’s results [7] on minimal 
quadrangulations. The approach of [7] is based on the method of current graphs 
which is quite complicated and tedious. In contrast to that method, the spinal 
method is handy in use and enables us to generate many more minimal 
quadrangulations (Corollary 3.8). The following is a quadrilateral analogue of 
Harary, Korzhik and the author’s result [1] on triangulations. 

Theorem 1.1. Given three integers , ,  so that: (1) 0g 2k 4p 0g  

when , (2) 2k )2)(1(
2
1  kkg  when , (3)  is even and greater than 

or equal to , then there exists a quadrangulation of the 

sphere  having 

3k p

)24(24 2  kkg

g g  handles,  vertices, vertex chromatic number equal to , 

and face chromatic number less than or equal to . 

p k

k
A constructive proof of Theorem 1.1 will be given in Section 4.  
2. Homology of polyhedra. In this section we motivate, state, and prove a 
homology lemma in a 2-dimensional setting. Its 1-dimensional variant will be 
used in Section 3. 

Throughout this paper the term “polyhedron” will be used to refer to a 
topological (curvilinear) polyhedron—that is, a topological space of a 
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triangulable set in Euclidean space , or in other words, a topological 

realization 

3E

K  of an abstract (finite) simplicial complex K  in . See 

Alexandrov [8].  

3E

Let P  be a compact topological polyhedron with dimension at most 2 in 

, possibly disconnected. Let  denote a 3-dimensional regular 

neighborhood of 

3E )(3 PN

P  with a small radius. Since  is a 3-dimensional solid, 

its boundary  is a possibly disconnected, closed, compact, orientable 2-

dimensional surface embedded in . Therefore  is a disjoint union of 

a number of topological spheres with handles. Denote the total number of those 

spheres by , and the total number of their handles by 

. 

)(3 PN

(3N

)N

N

)

(3 P

comp

3E )P

)(3 P

(3 Phand N

The surface  can be thought of as the thickening of )(3 PN P . This 

operation is used in animation as shown by Brandel, Bechmann, and Bertrand 
[9]. Therefore construction of quadrangulations on the thickenings of polyhedra 
may find practical application. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Double torus with a sphere inside 

 

                             
 

Fig. 2. Torus with another torus inside 
 
Two surfaces are said to have the same topological type if they are 

homeomorphic. It is not always the case that the topological type of  KN 3  is 

uniquely determined by the original abstract complex K ! For example, we can 
add a pair of curved edges to the sphere in a couple of ways: denote by  and 1P
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2P  the polyhedra depicted on the left of Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. In fact  

and  are two non-isotopic topological realizations of the same abstract 2-

complex. Then the surface  is a double torus with a sphere inside it 

(Fig. 1, right), whereas  is a torus with another torus inside it (Fig. 2, 

right).  

1P

2P

)( 1
3 PN

)( 2
3 PN

Let )(Pk  denote the k-th Betti number of P . Now, we state the homology 

lemma. 
Lemma 2.1. For an arbitrary compact topological polyhedron P  in 

Euclidean 3-space , with dimension 0, 1, or 2, possibly disconnected, the 
following two identities hold: 

3E

)()( 20 PP  )(3 PN 

)(3 PN 

comp

hand

,                     (1) 

)(1 P .                                 (2) 

 
Proof. Let us prove the equalities in the case P  is connected. Then it will be 

easy to generalize to the multi-component situation by summing Eqs. (1), 
respectively Eqs. (2), over components.   

It is a consequence of the Alexander duality theorem that for any compact 

connected topological polyhedron 3EP   with dimension at most 2 the number 
1) P(2  is equal to the number of connected (3-dimensional) components of 

PE3  . See for instance Zomorodian [10, p. 75]. Then Eq. (1) immediately 
follows for a connected polyhedron P . It remains to prove Eq. (2) for a 
connected P . 

If P  is a 0-dimensional polyhedron, the surface  is a sphere, so Eq. 

(2) reads . Eq. (2) also hold in the case 

)(3 PN
00  P  is a 1-dimensional polyhedron—

that is, a graph. For let T  be a spanning tree of P —that is, a largest connected 

subgraph so that 0)(1 T . The surface  is homeomorphic to the 

sphere. It is well-known [11] that 

)(3 TN
)(1 P  equals the numbers of edges that are in 

P  but not in . On the other hand, the addition of any such edge to  

corresponds to the addition of a handle to , and therefore Eq. (2) is still 

valid. 

T T

)T(3N

In the case of a 2-dimensional polyhedron P , Eq. (2) is proved by induction 
on the number of facets—that is, topological realizations of the 2-dimensional 

simplexes of P  in . The basis of induction corresponds to the situation in 
which 

3E
P  has no facets at all. Then Eq. (2) holds by the above paragraph. 
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facets and let 

me Eq. (2) h dimensional polyhedron with at moolds for any 2- st n  

P  be one with 1n  facets. Pick any facet  in 2 P  and denote 
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by 2P  the polyhedron obtained by the removal of 2  from P , assumin  

that the boundary 2  remai  2P . Eq. (2) holds for 2P  by the 
induction assumption. 

Case 1: The 1- ensional cycle  is homologous to ze 2P  

with respect to integra

g

ns in

coefficients

han



ro i

. On t

dim

l 

 2
. Hence 

1

n 

) h( P)( 2
11  P e other 

d, we have )()( 2
00   PP  (  ) because both polyhedra are each 

connected. Furthermore, since the Euler characteristic of P  is on

o

  it 

la

)2 P

o

N

e greater than 

that of P m he Euler–Poincaré formula that 

1)()( 2
22   PP . It now follows from Eq. (1) (a eady proved at the 

beginning o roof) that 

1)(comp)(p 233  PNPN .           (3) 

Since )( 232   N  is

2 , it follows fro t

dimensional
3E ) and 

on

 2  is no

. Hence either 

ly to

em

lr

2 

f t

ogou

) P

er scenari

hand

f the p

       

 a 1-  circuit (that logical 

nsional cycle in since 

cle n-homol s to ze

t to in coefficients

we

at in Eq. (2) r

     com

e
2P

( P

. (3) 

tegral 

comp 

ite pol
both cases 

 is, a top

 ,

tter



, 

(3 P

realization o
2 

2

s. 

c

 

(3

oups of an
Note th

f a

(3N

23 N

re Eq

 1-dim 2P follows 

he 

that  )  is also a 1-dimensional circuit. Therefore )(3 PN  

results from )( 23  PN  by cutting e component o  along the 

circuit ) , followed by closing the two resulting holes with 

disks. Therefo es )(hand)(hand 233  PNPN  after closing 

the hole

Case 2: The 1-dimensional cy ro in 2P  

with respe

2-

forc

1  and 

)2  and

by Eq. (1), 
2

(( 11 

m



get )()( 2
22   PP  similar  case 1, or ()( 11   PP  

we proceed exactly like in case 1. In the for

)comp 2N  and 1))(hand 3  PN . 

(In fact the latter scenario is impossible in case 2 because the integral homology 
3  are known [12, p. 375] to be torsion-free.) 

ains valid for 

() 3 PNP

y fin yhedrongr  in E
P  and induction completes 

Remark 2.2. In fact Lemma 2.1 is a consequence of the following gene l 

fact: )()()( PPN n    (

the proof .  
ra

0 1 nk1knkk  ) for any compact 

topological polyhedron P  in Euclidean n -space nE  and its regular 

neig

 of isom isms: 

hborhood )(PNN nn  . This statement is proved by the following standard 

composition orph



);();(
~

);(
~

);(
~

);(
~

1 QQQQQ PHHNEHNHNH knk
nn

k
n

k
n

k    

where the first is one from the Mayer–Vietoris exact sequence, and 
the second is provided by the A

P

isomorphism 
lexander duality. 

3. Spinal quadrangulations. Let  be a graph with  vertices. We associateG V  
with G  a graph with V2  vertices, denoted by [:]G  and constructed as follows. 

Take two disjoint copies, G and G  , of G . Vertex v  in G  and the 
corresponding vertex v   in G   ar called the twins of ach other. Every vertex 
in G  joined by edg o all neighbors of its t vertex in G

e  e
 is es t win  , but not to the 

twin itself. More precisely, for each vertex v  o G  the vertices vf   and v   are 
non-adjacent in [:]G , and for ch edge vu  of G  the graph [:]G  has four edges 

as follows: uv  , uv

 ea

 , uv  , and uv  . In fact, ][[:] 2KGG  here the inner 

factor 

, w

2K  in the composition (see [11] or [14] for the definition) is the graph 

complementary to the complete graph K , or i other word2 n s, 2  is the graph 

consisting o rtices h is what [:]G  is meant to 

indicate). We call the graph [:]G  the 2-fold interlacement of G . Observe that 

the number of edges in [:]G  is four time e number of edges in .  

Lemma 3.1. For any graph G  without isolated vertic nd possibly 
disconnected, its 2-fold interlacement quadrangulates its thickening. In other 

words, [:]G  can be emb ed on )(3 GN  with each face a quadr ate

K

 G

es

f two isolated ve (whic

s 

 the notation 

th

 a

edd il ral.  

Proof. It suffices to prove the statement for any one connected component 
of G , so we may assume that G  is connected. Prepare a set  vS  of disjoint 

spheres ectively corresponding vertices v  of G . For each v  m
two 

resp  to the ark 
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antipodal points on vS  to represent its twins v  and v  , and cut out veg  

quadrilaterals from vS , where vdeg  denote the degree of v  in that is, the 

number of edges that meet at v . The resulting qu rilat al holes are haded 
black in Fig. 3. We then r eatedly loop through all the edges in G  and, for each 
current edge vu , arbitrarily choose a pair of holes (not yet c osen before), one in 

vS , denote it by vuh nd the o e in uS , denote it by uv . 

For each v  and for each hole in vS , draw four arcs on vS  as fragments of 

the edges of :]  to be constructed, as shown in Fig. 3. Two of those arcs join 

 to the upper  corners of the hole ( ose corners ar t 

d
G —

ad er

h
h

 s
ep

, a ther on

[G

to
v
mo

two th vertices!), two 
r

e no
e join v    the lower two corners
It remains to close the holes to get a desired quadrangulation 

)([:] 3 GNG  . We now show, for each edge vu  of G , how to close a pair of 

holes vuh  d uvh . Prepare a topological parallelepiped tube with open ends, 

. 

an
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with
under construct s,  t

rie

 its four long edges representing the four remaining fragments of the edges 
ion. Now, to complete the edge  add he tube to connect the 

bounda s of h  and uvh , giving a quarter–twist to one end of the tube in 

either direction (clockwise or counterclockwise). For certainty, the direction is 
chosen counterclockwise in Fig. 3, indicated by the curved arrow. 

vu

 
Fig. 3. ram for the Proof of Lemma 3.1 

 
 
To keep a k of the faces appearing in the resulting embedding, the areas

sharing comm ers , and 

 in Fig. 3. Face he rest of the surface ience 
o

 Diag

 trac
on b

 a

 
order with vuh  and vh  are marked with lettu

an

 a , 

 for c

b , 

onve

c

nd
of 

 is shaded lighter th  t
bservation. In the case 1deg v  there is only one hole in vS , say vuh , in 

which case faces a  and b  me . We close the holes vuh  an  vh  by 

joining the tube nto their boundaries. The quarter–twist of the tube between 

vS  and uS  ensures that the ith the same letter merge to form on ace. 

The marking on S  in Fi . 3 corresponds to the choice of the counterclockwise 

quarter–twist in the preceding paragraph. If we had chosen the clockwise 
quarter–twist, we would have switched around the letters a  and b  on uS  as 

well as c  and d . 
Clearly, with all the holes closed, we obtain a surface homeomorphic to 

)(3 GN . The graph obtained on the surface is indeed the 2-f ld inte lacem nt of 

G  beca se for eac

rge into 

w

one d u

e f
ad o

u

 areas 

g

x v

o r e

h verte  of  the vertices u  G v  and v   are non-adjacent, 
and 
as follow

for each edge vu  of G  the graph constructed on the surface has four edges 
s: uv  , uv  , uv  , and uv   (check with Fig. 3). 

It remains to prove that the embedding )[ NG   constructed is 

indeed a quadrangu tion. e show it in two ways: (I) directly, and (II) via the 
Euler equati mma 2

(:] 3 G

la
on g .1.  

W
with Lealon
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ding. For certain

 on . T  extends onto 

sim

Here we identify a typical face of the embed ty, consider the 
area marked by a , shaded light gray in Fig. 3. Let vwh  denote the other hole 

sharing a common border with area a  vS

 o

hen a wS  

s:

ilarly to how it extends onto uS . See Fig. 3. It is not hard to traverse the 

boundary of a  and find that that boundary is in fact a cycle of length 4: 
),,,( wvuv  . A general face may have one f the following four form  

)ˆ,,ˆ,( wvuv  , where },{ˆ uuu   d },{ˆ wwwan  , depending on the two 

possible directions (that is, clockwise and counterclockwise) of the quarter–
o the tube between vS  and uS , and to the tube between vS and 

face is i drilateral. 

Now we show that the embedding )([:] 3 GNG   is a quarangulation by 

the Euler equation. Let 

twists given t

wS  (respectively). Anyhow, each nde ued a q a

F  denote the number of faces in this embedding and let 
and V  E  denote the numbers of vertices and edges in G , respectively. Thus the 
o2-f ld interlacement [:]G  has V2  vertices and E4  edges. Then the Euler 

equation for )[:] 3 GNG   reads as 

           gFEV 2242

(

 ,              (4) 

where g  is the total num of h  in )(3 GN . efore, thanks to  

Lemma 2.1, 

ber andles  Ther

           

 
t equation in Eqs. (5) is a well-known expression for the first Betti 

number of a connected graph (see [11, 14]). We derive fro
—that is, twice the number of sides (edge

faces on any clo
aph s the m

1)()(hand 1
3  EGGN   Vg ,                   (5) 

where the las
m Eqs. (4) and (5) that 

s) is equal to fourFE  4)4(2  

times the number of faces in the constructed embedding )([:] 3 GNG  . Hence 

each face is indeed  a quadrilateral since the same edge is always a side in two 
sed surface. The proof is complete.  

The genus of an arbitrary (possibly disconnected) gr inimum  G  i
g  so that there exists an embedding  gG  ; such an embedding is called a 

minimum–genus embedding. In the case when G  has no cycle of length 3, the 
pgra

tri
h [:]G  has no such cycle either. Hence any embedding of [:]G  has no 

angular face. Hence any quadrangulation with the graph [:]G  would be 
automatically a minimum–genus embedding (see White [14, p. 54]). Therefore, 

since ][ 2KGG , a classical result by White [13, 14] follows, as product, 

from a combination of Lemma 3.1 and Eq. (2): 

[:]  a by
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rollary 3.2. 

s of the 

Co For any (possibly disconnected) graph G  without isolated 

vertices and without cycles of length 3, the genu graph ][ 2KG  is equal to 

)G(1 . 

From now until the end of the paper we assume that G  is ected graph 

refore 

a conn

and the  for somegGN  )(3  g . A spinal qua ngulation is denoted 

by 

dra

[:])(GQQ   and is defined to be any quadrilateral embeddings 

gGQ [:]: btained by the construction in the proof of Lemma 

3.1.  is called the spine of Q . The number of handles 

 that can be o

G The graph g  is called 

. It should be noted that the construction procedure retains some 

freedom of action (more precisely, the holes can be grouped into pairs in 
different ways) and therefore there are, in general, many spinal quadrangulations 
with the same spine. 

Lemmas 2.1 and 3.1 imply the following crucial result. 
Theorem 3.3. The genus of a spinal quadrangulation is equal to the 1st Betti 

num

the genus of Q

ber of the spine.  
A proper vertex coloring of a graph G  is defined to be a coloring of the 

vertices of G  so that no two adjacent vertices share the same color. Similarly, a 
proper face coloring of a quadrangulation  is a coloring of the quadrilaterals 

of Q  so tha any two adjacent quadrilaterals are colored differently, where two 

quadrilaterals are said to be adjacent if they eet the same edge. The minimum 
num er of colors sufficient for a proper vertex coloring of G  is called the vertex 
chromatic number of G  and is denoted by )(GV

Q

 m

t 

b
 . Similarly, the least number 

of colors in a proper face coloring of Q  is called the face chromatic number of 

Q  and is denoted by )(QF .  

Lemma 3.4. [:]))(()([:])( GQGG FVV   .                     

Proof. Firstly, we prove that )([:])( GG VV  
)(GV

. In fact, to get a proper 

vert f  with exactly ex coloring o  [:]G   colors

olors, and then co

, f er vertex 

colo

ix any prop

ring of G  with this number of c lor the vertices of [:]G  by 

applying the color of o both twins v v  t   and v   in [:]G , for each vertex v  of 
G . We thus indeed obtain a proper vertex coloring of [:]G , which imme ely 
follows from the definition of [:]G . O the ot r ha [:]G  cannot be ve tex 

lored with less than )(GV

diat
rn he nd, 

co   colors because [:]G  cont  G  as a subgraph.  

We proceed to prove the in ality stated in the lem  Let us say that a 
vertex v  of the spine  the source for a adrilateral f [:])(GQ  if tha

ains

equ ma.
is  qu  o t 

qua

 G  

drilateral meets both twins v  and v  . It is clear that each quadrilateral has 
one and only one source. For instance, the typical quadrilateral  as its  

ch
a  has v

s source ( eck with Fig.  Th adrilateral is adjacent to quadrilateral  and  3). is qu c
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ri sd  with source u , and to quad lateral f  and  g  with source w . Therefore, 

any two quadrilaterals with the same source are non-adjac nt, and two 
quadrilaterals are adjacent in [:])(GQ  only if their sources are adjacent as 

rtices of G . It ollows that, given any pr per ve ex coloring of e spine G , 
we obtain a proper face coloring of [:])(GQ  by applying to each quadrilateral 

the color of its source.  
The following is a corollary which may be used in applications of gra  

theory. 
Corollary 3.5. For 

e

 th

 quad

ve

the

 f

 3.6.

o

2

rt

, the gr

 the 2-fol

ph

ates 

 of 

every aph rangul
 

o  For every int d interlacement 

non-trivial tree 

eger n

T [:]T
sphere with both vertex and face chromatic numbers equal to 2.  
Cor [:]nKllary

the complete graph nK  quadrangulates g  with )2)(1(
2
1  nng , vertex 

chr  chromatic number equal to n , and face omatic number less than or  to 

Proof. The spinal thod works as follo : Compute  

 equal
n . 

me ws

)2)(1(1)1(1verticeso#edgesof#)(
2
1

2
1

1  nnnnnKn , 

d ap

f

lete.  an ply Theorem 3.3 and Lemma 3.4. The proof is comp
Corollary 3.7. Let n  be an integer 3  and let eKn   be the gr  

ained fro ).  

aph

 Thenobt m n

(K es

K  by removing one edge (but not its two incident vertices

)[:]e  quadrangulat  g  with n  (1 n , v2)2)(1
2

 ng ertex chromatic 

number equal t 1o n , and face chromatic number less than or equal to 1n . 
 Like in the proof Proof. of  3.6, co pute   Corollary m

   2)21)1)(
22

1
1  neK , 

and t mma 3.4.  

)(1(1( 1  nnnn

ere fi overed  
l [7] and,  is sufficiently large, were shown  



 when n

n

he statements now follow from Theorem 3.3 and Le
The quadrangulations of Corollaries 3.6 and 3.7 w rst disc  by

to beHartsfield and Ringe
minimal quadrangulations. A quadrangulation of a fixed surface g  is said to 

 

be 

minimal on g  if the number of vertices is minimal among all quadrangulations 

of g . The spinal method enables us to go further and generalize the results of 

[7] by way o enerating many more minimal quadrangulations as follows. 
Corollary 3.8. Let n  and m  be positive integers so that 2n  and 

1m , and let )( mn KEK

f g

n   be the graph obtained from nK  by removing 

the edges (but not the vertices) of some subgraph K . Then the 2-  m

rlacement of )( mKEK

fold

inte n   quadrangulates g  with 

 )1()2)(1(
2
1  mmnng , vertex chromatic numb qual to 1er e mn , 
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less than oand face chromatic number r equal to 1mn . Furthermore, for 
l on g  whenever 1g , that quadrangulation is minima )1(24  mmn

method used in the proofs of C
3.6 and 3.7: 

.

o

 

Proof. This proceeds by the spinal rollaries 

   )1  

s to prove minimality of the al quadrang  Let 

()2)(1  mmn

ulation constructed.

(1)1()1())( 111  nnmmnnKE(1 K

V , E

222mn

and the statement follows.  
It remain



spin
, F  denote the number of ges, and vertices, ed quadrilaterals of an 

arbitrary quadrangulation of g . Then th equation reae Euler ds as 

gFEV 22  . 

Furthermore, since any pair of vertices are joined by at most one edge, we have 
V

2

,


E  and since each edge meets e tly two  have xac quadrilaterals, we

EF 24 
quadri

. From these it can be derived that 0)88(52  gVV . This 

nequality has the solution: 

                   

c i

 
 7325

2
gV .       (6) 

(It should be noted that this inequ

1       

ality i id if and  the 

ng of e have prove  f
constructed w

                 

 only if 1g .) In

al 
)mK

s val

d thatbeginni the proof w or the spin quadrangulation 
ith the spine E(Kn   we have 

 )1()2)(1(
2
1  mmnng , hence 

        nng 16254816732 2           (7) 

and (7) 

m . 

ucted quadrangulatio
h

m 162 
 

 Now it follows from Eqs. (6)  constr n is 
mini al on enever the foll

that the
owing double inequality m  wh olds: g

nmmnnn 21616254816512 22
2
1 






  . 

This can be rewritten as 

54  n , 

4016 2  nnm

 

1625481674 22  mnnn

or as 

16 m

25



(

16

mm

or as 
2 2516164816495616 22  mnnnn , 











.)1168

,)1(248

n

mmn
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Since the second inequality is a tautology, we conclude that )1(23  mmn , 

hence )1(24  mmn . The proof is complete.  

 

 
                                  Fig. 4. Diagram for the Proof of Theorem 1.1 
 
 

ments on the 
umber of handles, it suffices to take as a spine any graph  with

4. Proof of Theorem 1.1. By Theorem 3.3, to satisfy the require
G  gG )(1 . n

To construct a spine to satisfy all the requirements for 0g , we take as a spine 

any tree with 2p  vertices and we are done by Corollary 3.5. For 1g , we 

start up with the complete graph kK  with 3k . Hypo s (2) of the theorem 

guarantees that gKk

thesi

 )(1 . If gKk )(1 , the quadrangulat [:])( kKQ  

already has the required numbe f handl d the required chromatic numbers 
by Corollary 3.6. If 

io

r

n 

 o es an
gKk )(1 , we ha )(1 kKgng up   edges (as shown in 

Fig. 4) until we reach the total of g  independent cycles required. By now, the 

number of vertices in the spine under construction equals to 

2)24(2)]([2 1 pkkgKgk k   , where the upper bound is 

provided by hypothesis (3). Finally, if this bound has not been attained, we hang 
up necessary vertices until we reach the total of 

2 

2p  vertices required in the 

spine. The construction is illustrated in Fig. 4, where a possible spine is shown 
for the triple 5g , 4k , 20p . The proof is complete.  
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